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Abstract Fuzzy heterogeneous networks are recently introduced neural network models com	
posed of neurons of a general class whose inputs and weights are mixtures of continuous vari	
ables crisp andor fuzzy with discrete quantities also admitting missing data These networks
have net input functions based on similarity relations between the inputs and the weights of a
neuron They thus accept heterogeneous possibly missing inputs and can be coupled with
classical neurons in hybrid network architectures trained by means of genetic algorithms or
other evolutionary methods This paper compares the eectiveness of the fuzzy heterogeneous
model based on similarity with the classical feed	forward one in the context of an investiga	
tion in the eld of environmental sciences namely the geochemical study of natural waters in
the Arctic Spitzbergen Classication performance the eect of working with crisp or fuzzy
inputs the use of traditional scalar product vs similarity	based functions and the presence
of missing data are studied The results obtained show that from these standpoints fuzzy
heterogeneous networks based on similarity perform better than classical feed	forward models
This behaviour is consistent with previous results in other application domains
  Introduction
The notion of heterogeneous neurons was introduced in  as a model accepting as
inputs vectors composed of a mixture of continuous realvalued and discrete quan
tities	 possibly also containing missing data The other feature of this model depar
turing from the classical was its de
nition as a general mapping from which dierent
instance models can be derived In particular	 when the model is constructed as the
composition of two mappings	 dierent instance models can be derived by making con
crete choices of the net input and activation functions	 mimicking the classical neuron
model In this special case	 whereas the classical neuron model uses dot product as net
input	 and sigmoid or hyperbolic tangent as squashing functions for activation	 the
heterogeneous model uses	 respectively	 a similarity or proximity relation  between
the input and the weight tuples	 and a sigmoidlike bijection of the reals in   
The choice of the speci
c similarity function should account for the heterogeneous
nature of neuron inputs and the presence of missing data This was shown to be a
reasonable brick for constructing layered network architectures mixing heterogeneous
with classical neurons	 since the outputs of these neurons can be used as inputs for
the classical ones Such type of hybrid networks is composed of one hidden layer of
heterogeneous networks and one output layer of classical neurons In this case the
heterogeneity of the solution space makes genetic algorithms a natural choice for a
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training procedure	 and indeed	 these networks were able to learn from nontrivial
data sets with an eectiveness comparable	 and sometimes better	 than that of classi
cal methods They also exhibited a remarkable robustness when information degrades
due to the increasing presence of missing data One step further in the development
of the heterogeneous neuron model was the inclusion of fuzzy quantities within the
input set	 extending the former use of realvalued quantities of crisp character In this
way	 uncertainty and imprecision in inputs and weights can be explicitly considered
within the model	 making it more exible In the context of a realworld application
example in geology 	 it was found that hybrid networks using fuzzy heterogeneous
neurons perform better by treating the same data with its natural imprecision than
considering them as crisp quantities	 as is usually done Moreover	 in the same study
it was found that hybrid networks with heterogeneous neurons in general ie with or
without fuzzy inputs outperform feedforward networks with classical neurons	 even
when trained with sophisticated procedures like a combination of gradient techniques
with simulated annealing
In this paper	 the possibilities of this kind of neurons are illustrated by compa
rison to fully classical architectures in a realworld problem The paper is organized
as follows Section  reviews the concept of heterogeneous neurons and their use in
con
guring hybrid neural networks for classi
cation tasks Section  describes the
example application at hand	 fruit of an environmental research in the Arctic	 while
Section  covers the dierent experiments performed description	 settings and discus
sion Finally	 Section  presents the conclusions
 The Fuzzy Heterogeneous Neuron Model
A fuzzy heterogeneous neuron was de
ned in  as a mapping h  Hn  Rout  R
Here R denotes the reals and Hn is a cartesian product of an arbitrary number n
of source sets These source sets may be extended reals Ri  Ri  fXg	 extended
families of normalized fuzzy sets Fi  FifXg	 and extended 
nite sets of the form
Oi  OifXg  Mi MifXg	 where each of the Oi has a full order relation	 while
the Mi have not In all cases	 the extension is given by the special symbol X 	 which
denotes the unknown element missing information and it behaves as an incomparable
element wrt any ordering relation Consider now the collection of nf extended fuzzy
sets of the form Fi  FifXg and their cartesian product Fnf  F  F   Fnf 
The resulting input set will then be Hn  Rnr  Fnf  Ono  Mnm 	 where the
cartesian products for the other kinds of source sets  Rnr   Ono  Mnm are constructed
in a similar way from their respective cardinalities nr  no  nm	 with R  F  O 
Mo  Ho  	 n  nr  nf  no  nm	 and n   According to this de
nition	
neuron inputs are vectors composed of n elements among which there might be reals	
fuzzy sets	 ordinals	 nominals and missing data
An interesting particular class of heterogeneous submodels is constructed by con
sidering h as the composition of two mappings h  f  s 	 such that s  Hn R   R
and f  R  Rout  R The mapping h can be seen as a nary function parameterized
by a nary vector w  Hn representing the neurons weights	 ie hx  w  fsx  w
Within this framework	 several of the most common arti
cial neuron models can be
derived For example	 the classical scalarproduct driven model is obtained by making
n  nr and thus nf  no  nm  	 no missing data at all	 sx  w  x  w	
and choosing some suitable sigmoidal for f  However	 there are many possible choices
for the function s	 and some of them are currently under investigation In particular	
from its very beginning 	 the function s represents a similarity index	 or proximity
relation where transitivity considerations are put aside a binary	 reexive and sym
metric function sx  y with image in    such that sx  x   strong reexivity
The semantics of sx  y  sx  z is that object x is more similar to object y than is
to object z The function f takes the familiar form of a squashing nonlinear function
with domain in    That is	 the neuron is sensitive to the degree of similarity be
tween its input and its weights	 both composed in general by a mixture of continuous
and discrete quantities	 possibly with missing data It has been our postulate that
such a family of functions are	 in general	 better suited for pattern recognition devices
than the classical scalar product and derived measures
The concrete instance of the model used in the present paper uses a Gowerlike
similarity index  in which the computation for heterogeneous entities is constructed
as a weighted combination of partial similarities over subsets of variables	 which were
singletons in the original de
nition	 although any problemspeci
c partition is con
ceivable This coecient has its values in the real interval    and for any two objects






where gijk is a similarity score for objects i  j according to their value for variable k
These scores are in the interval    and are computed according to dierent schemes
for numeric and qualitative variables In particular	 for a continuous variable k and




Here	 vik denotes the value of object i for variable k and range vk  maxij jvikvjkj
see  for details on other kinds of variables The ijk is a binary function expressing
whether both objects are comparable or not according to their values wrt variable
k It is  if and only if both objects have values dierent from X for variable k	
and  otherwise This way	 in the model considered here	 Gowers original de
nitions
for realvalued and discrete variables are kept For variables representing fuzzy sets	
similarity relations from the point of view of fuzzy theory have been de
ned elsewhere
	 	 and dierent choices are possible In our case	 if Fi is an arbitrary family of
fuzzy sets from the source set	 and A  B are two fuzzy sets such that A  B 	 Fi	 the
following similarity relation is used
g A  B  max
x
 A Bx
where  A Bx  min  Ax   Bx As for the activation function	 a modi
ed
version of the logistic is used see 	 that maps the real interval    on    The
training procedure for fuzzy heterogeneous networks of the kind described is based on
genetic algorithms 	 	 because the	 in general	 nondierentiability of the net
input function	 and the presence of missing information prevent the use of gradient
based techniques The resulting heterogeneous neuron can be used for con
guring feed
forward network architectures in several ways In this paper it is shown how layered
feedforward structures with a hidden layer composed of heterogeneous neurons and
an output layer of classical units are natural choices better suited for the data than
the fully classical counterparts
 An example of application environmental research in the
Arctic
During the scienti
c expedition Spitzbergen	 organized by the University of Sile
sia Poland	 a scienti
c team composed of specialists from this university	 the Na
tional Center for Scienti
c Research Cuba	 and the Academy of Sciences of Cuba	
performed glaciological and hydrogeological investigations in several regions of the
Spitzbergen island Svalbard archipelago	 about oN to oN The purpose was to
determine the mass and energy balance within experimental hydrogeological basins	
the study of the interaction between natural waters and rockforming minerals in the
severe conditions of polar climate and their comparison with similar processes de
veloped in tropical conditions This has been a longterm research of several Polish
universities Silesia	 Warsaw and Wroclaw and the Polish Academy of Sciences since
the First Geophysical Year in 	 and represents an important contribution to the
evaluation of the impact of global climatic changes Complex interactions take place
due to peculiar geological	 geomorphological and hydrogeological conditions which	 in
the end	 reect in water geochemistry
In this study	 a collection of water samples were taken from dierent hydroge
ological zones in two Spitzbergen regions They were representative of many dier
ent zones subglaciar	 supraglaciar	 endoglaciar	 springs some hydrothermal	 lakes	
streams	 snow	 ice	 the tundra and coastal Among the physical and chemical param
eters determined for these water samples	 the following nine were used for the present
study temperature	 pH	 electrical conductivity	 hydrocarbonate	 chloride	 sulphate	
calcium	 magnesium and sodiumpotasium Geochemical and hydrogeological studies
of these data 	  have shown a relation between the dierent hydrogeological con
ditions present in Spitzbergen and the chemical composition of their waters	 reecting
the existence of several families That is	 an indirect assessment of their hydrogeolog
ical origin is in principle possible from the information present in the geochemical
parameters	 thus enabling the use of a learning algorithm
 Experiments
  General Information
The available set of N   water samples from Spitzbergen	 corresponding to
c   hydrogeological families of waters	 was used for comparative studies of su
pervised classi
cation performance error and accuracy using dierent neural ar
chitectures	 described below To express the distribution of samples among classes
we introduce the notation nk to denote that there are n samples of class k This
way	 the actual distribution was           Default accuracy relative fre
quency of the most common class is then  or  Entropy	 calculated as

Pc
k nkN lognkN	 is equal to  bits There were no missing data and all
measurements were considered to have a maximum of  of imprecision wrt the
reported value This aspect will be taken into account when considering uncertainty
in the form of fuzzy inputs	 since the fact that the physical parameters characterizing
the samples as well as their chemical analysis were done in situ  in the extremely hard
climatic and working conditions of the Arctic environment makes them particularly
suited to a kind of processing in which uncertainty and imprecision are an explicit
part of the models used Accordingly	 hybrid feedforward networks composed of a

rst hidden layer of heterogeneous neurons	 mixed with an output layer of classical
ones is the basic architectural choice for this case study These hybrid architectures
will be compared to their fully classical counterparts  under the same experimental
settings in order to assess their relative merits To this end	 the following notation
is introduced let qx denote a single layer of q neurons of type x	 where possibilities
for x are
n Classical real inputs	 scalarproduct net input and logistic activation
h Heterogeneous real inputs	 similaritybased net input and adapted logistic acti
vation
f Fuzzy heterogeneous Triangular fuzzy inputs converted from the original crisp
reported value by adding a  of imprecision	 see 
g  similaritybased net input
and adapted logistic activation
r+5%rr-5%
Fig  A triangular fuzzy number constructed out of the reported crisp value r
Accordingly	 pxqy denotes a feedforward network composed of a hidden layer of
p neurons of type x and an output layer of q neurons of type y For example hn is
a network composed of a hidden layer of  neurons of type h and an output layer of
 neurons of type n All units use the logistic as activation Shortcut direct input to
output connections are not considered
All neural architectures will be trained using a standard genetic algorithm SGA
with the following characteristics binarycoded values	 probability of crossover 	
probability of mutation 	 number of individuals 	 linear rank scaling with
factor 	 selection mechanism stochastic universal	 replace procedure worst The
algorithm was stopped unconditionally after    generations or if there was no
improvement for the last    This last criterion helps evaluating the goodness of
the architecture being trained and saves unuseful computing time
  Experiment Settings
In the present study	 all models including the classical feedforward one were trained
using exactly the same procedure and parameters in order to exclude this source
of variation from the analysis Of course	 fully classical architectures need not be
trained using the SGA They could instead be trained using any standard or more
sophisticated algorithm using gradient information However	 this would have made
direct comparison much more dicult	 since one could not attribute dierences in
performance exclusively to the dierent neuron models	 but also to their training
algorithms The experiment settings were the following
Training regime The training set was composed of  representative samples 
of the whole data set	 whereas the remaining   constituted the test set	
a deliberately chosen hard split for generalization purposes Class distribution is
          in training and           in test Default accuracies are
 and 	 respectively
Architectures We will explore the following architectures x  xn  xn  xn and
xn	 for x in n  h  f  Note that the output layer is always composed of 
ve units	
one for each water class
Number of runs Every architecture was allowed R   runs varying the initial
population All of them were included in the results
Weight range The weights concerning units of type n were limited to be in the
range   	 to prevent saturation	 whereas heterogeneous weights adopt
by de
nition of the heterogeneous neuron the same range as their corresponding
input variable
Error functions The target error function to be minimized by the training algo











where yij is the jth component of the output vector y
i computed by the network
at a given time	 when the input vector xi is presented	 and yij  jx
i	 is the
target for xij	 where j represents the characteristic function for class j The error
displayed will be the mean squared error	 de
ned as MSE   
mp
LSE	 where m
is the number of outputs and p the number of patterns
  Presentation of the Results I
Let the classi
cation accuracy for training TR and test TE sets	 calculated with a
winnertakeall strategy	 be denoted CATRr and CATEr	 respectively	 for a given
run r The errors MSETRr and MSETEr are similarly de
ned For each neural
architecture	 the following data is displayed
Accuracy Mean classi










run  CATErun	 and best classi
cation accuracy
BCA de
ned as the pair 	 CATRr CATEr  with higher CATEr
Error Mean MSE in training de
















ned values MMSETE and SVMSETE for the test set
The results are collectively shown in table  As an additional reference measure of
performance	 the knearest neighbours algorithm with k   is also run on the data
 with the same train!test partition yielding an accuracy in test equal to 
Architecture Training Test BCA
MCATR MMSETR SVMSETR MCATE MMSETE SVMSETE
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Table  Results of the experiments See text for an explanation of entries
   Analysis of the results I
As stated	 the experiments were oriented to reveal the inuence of several factors
a the kind of neural model used heterogeneous vs classical
b the eect of considering imprecision fuzzy inputs vs crisp inputs	 and
c the eect of missing data in the test set
The eect of factor a can be assessed by comparison	 for all the architectures	 of the

rst entry against the other two	 column by column The eect of b reects in the
dierence between the second vs the third
Single	layer architectures Let us begin by analysing the results for the architec
tures with no hidden units	 that is	 the 
rst three rows of table  The interpolation
capabilities of the three neuron models can be seen by comparing the value of MCATR
The mean error MMSETR is also a good indicator The robustness in the sense of
expected variability can also be assessed by the value of SVMSETR It can be seen
how the heterogeneous neurons are in general better and much more robust than the
classical one Especially	 the fuzzy neuron can learn from the data set to almost per
fection very robustly Similar results are achieved in the test set Again	 an increasing
accuracy and decreasing errors and variance indicate an overall better performance
However	 the f units are clearly over
tting the data	 a fact that shows in the highly
unbalanced TR and TE accuracy ratios both in average and in the best pair BCA
Multi	layer architectures For the four groups of architectures selected the pxn	
there are two aspects amenable to be discussed First	 the relative behaviour of ele
ments of the form pxn	 for a 
xed p Second	 their relative behaviour for a 
xed x
These two dimensions will collectively give light on any coherent behaviour present in
the results
To begin with	 it can be seen that for all the architectures xn	 xn	 xn and
xn	 as we go through the sequence n  h  f 	 the behaviour is consistent mean ac
curacies increase	 and mean errors and their variances decrease	 both in training and
in test	 with the only exception of the error variance in the case xn This shows a
general superior performance of h neurons over n neurons	 and of f neurons over h
The absolute dierences between neuron models are also noteworthy In all training
respects	 the pfn families show very good interpolation capabilities	 explaining the
 of the TR set starting from p   in BCA and from p   in MCATR This trend
is followed  to a less extent by the phn The same consistent behaviour is observed
in all test indicators Here the two heterogeneous families show a similar behaviour	
with the f neurons slightly above the h ones	 until for p  	 the architectures pfn
end up over
tting the data so strongly that their performance in test begins to fall
down
As for the second aspect	 pxn 
xing x	 it can be checked that all neuron models
show an increasing performance when the number of hidden neurons is increased	 as
can reasonably be expected In conclusion	 for all of the architectures it is clear that
the use of heterogeneous neuron models leads to higher accuracy rates in the training
and test sets Moreover	 when imprecision is allowed by accepting that each value is
endowed with the above mentioned uncertainty	 the fuzzy heterogeneous model also
outperforms its crisp counterpart
 
 Presentation of the Results II
The neural nets obtained in the previous experiment can now be used to assess the
eect of factor c	 the inuence of missing values in the data The purpose of this
experiment is twofold 
rst	 it is useful studying to what extent missing information
degrades performance This is an indication of robustness and is important from the
point of view of the methods Second	 in this particular problem	 studying the eect
of missing data is very interesting	 because it can give an answer to the following
questions
 What predictive performance could we expect if we do not supply all the informa
tion" and just a fraction of it
 What would have happened had we presented to the net incomplete training in
formation from the outset"
This scenario makes sense in our case study	 for which a rich set of complete data
may be impossible to obtain	 because of lack or damage of resources	 physical or
practical unrealizability	 lack of time	 climatic conditions	 etc Note that it is not
that a particular variable cannot be measured we could readily remove it but that
some realizations of potentially all variables may be missing These experiments
were performed with the same nets found in the previous section This time	 however	
they were each run on dierent test sets	 obtained by arti


































































































f hn and fn
Fig  Increasing presence of missing data in test Mean test classication accuracy for the heterogeneous
phn and fuzzy heterogeneous pfn families a h and f b hn and fn c hn and fn d
hn and fn e hn and fn f Mean test classication accuracy for hn and fn when trained with
a 
 of missing information See text for an explanation of axis
a uniform distribution adding dierent percentages of missing information These
percentages range from  to 	 in intervals of  The results are presented	
for the whole set of heterogeneous architectures  displayed in table 	 in a graphical
form	 through 
gs  a to  e The xaxis represents the total percentage of missing
values in the test set	 while the yaxis stands for the MCATE that is	 again	 data
shown for each point is the average for R   runs The horizontal line represents
the size of the major class  to be taken as a reference	 and the same knearest
neighbours algorithm is run and shown in 
g  a
  Analysis of the Results II
Both neuron models h  f are very robust	 a fact that shows in the curves	 which follow
a quasilinear decay The accuracies are consistently higher for the fuzzy model than for
the crisp counterpart for all the network architectures	 again showing that allowing
imprecision increases eectiveness and robustness Performance	 in general	 is well
above the default accuracy until a  of missing information is introduced In
many cases	 mean classi
cation accuracy is still above for as far as  	 which
is very remarkable This graceful degradation of fuzzy heterogeneous models should




g  f shows the eect of a dierent training outset Choosing
what seems to be the best group of architectures for the given problem	 the hn and
fn	 these networks were trained again	 this time with a modi
ed training set adding
to it a  of missing information	 in the same way it was done for the test set	 and
using them again to predict the increasingly diluted test sets As usual	 the horizontal
line represents the size of the major class and knearest neighbours performance is
also shown Training and test accuracies were this time lower as one should expect
and equal to MCATR   for hn and to MCATR   for fn However	
the dierences with previous performance are relatively low Some simple calculations
show that	 although the amount of data is  that of the previous situation	 new
accuracies are  and  of those obtained with full information for hn and
fn	 respectively Performance in test sets is also noteworthy although the new curves
begin at a lower point than before	 the degradation is still quasilinear What is more	
the slope of this linear trend is lower in absolute value	 resulting in a slight raising
up of the curves in both of them
 Conclusions
Experiments carried out with data coming from a realworld problem in the domain
of environmental studies have shown that allowing imprecise inputs	 and using fuzzy
heterogeneous neurons based on similarity	 yields much better prediction indicators
 mean accuracies	 mean errors and their variances and absolute best models found 
than those from classical crisp realvalued models These results for heterogeneous
 These experiments could not be performed for the pnn architectures for they do not accept missing
information Although there are estimation techniques they are not an integrated part of the models and
would have introduced a bias
networks con
rm the features observed in other studies      concerning
their mapping eectiveness and their robustness with respect to the presence of un
certainty and missing data Their ability to consider directly imprecise data and their
performance under those circumstances deserve closer attention	 due to their implica
tions for realworld problems from the point of view of neurofuzzy systems However	
the study of these networks is still in its initial stage Several other architectures are
possible	 along with dierent partial similarity measures	 and further investigations
are being made in order to explore in more extent their properties	 and to make the
scope of their application more precise
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